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Having troubles searching for every detail of your regional economy to provide the best
support to your companies? Big Data analysis is your answer! Marketing4RDAs, a conference
organised within the framework of the H2020 project OaSIS, will offer solutions to enhance
the support RDAs provide to the companies in their regions.
The event will feature many high-level speakers that will provide answers to the issues RDAs
are facing right now regarding segmentation and innovation support. Natalia Martínez
Páramo, Head of Unit at EASME will disclose important measures and calls for opportunities
the European Commission will soon deploy to provide support to SMEs.
The audience will then discover how the tool developed within the OaSIS project, OaSIS Portal
works, and how it provides specific solutions to the segmentation needs of regional
practitioners in an intuitive and dynamic way. Experts from 7 European regions will then
showcase their best practices on segmentation and innovation, providing the audience
useful tips on how to identify and creatively solve a particular demand within their region.
Afterwards, several companies will share a demonstration of their cutting-edge software
tools that can provide solutions to many of the problems you face. Sarah Russis, Head of
Global Sales at fDi Intelligence Financial Times will showcase FT’s Geographic Information
System, an online business location analysis service tool. Avital Vallois, Manager at Sindup
will display their innovative monitoring tool to collect, process and analyse data. Finally, Gert
Jan Mattens, Manager at Bureau van Dijk will describe its Big Data solutions to know what
companies do and how they’re performing.
This event is intended to be a forum where RDA practitioners will find answers to their current
issues thanks to the software solutions presented by the private sector, and also where
companies are invited to come and find dozens of potential clients for their tools. For this
reason, the conference will conclude with a public-private dialogue and a final networking
cocktail to bridge the gap between both sectors. Join us and discover Big Data!
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AGENDA
08:30 - 09:00 Registration and Welcome Coffee
09:00 - 09:30 Welcome speech
Roberta dall’Olio, President of EURADA
Natalia Martínez Páramo, Head of Unit at EASME, European Commission
09:30 – 10:00 How to Identify Fast-Growing Enterprises
Jakub Kruszelnicki, Cracow University of Technology
Piotr Ciochoń, Cracow University of Technology
Mikołaj Gołuński, Cracow University of Technology
10:00 – 10:30 Software Tools to Enhance Client Segmentation
Manuel Noya, Linknovate
Gustavo Viqueira, Linknovate
10:30 - 11:00 Coffee Break
11:00 - 13:00 Practical Guidelines in RDA Segmentation & Innovation
8 Regional Agencies will disclose their best practices on SME segmentation
Moderated by Antoni Pastor, EURADA
•ARAGÓN: Joaquín Crespo, Instituto Aragonés de Fomento
•WESER-EMS: Daniel Kipp, Dieter Meyer Consulting
•GABROVO: Desislava Koleva, Municipality of Gabrovo
•SISAK-MOSLAVINA: Tomislav Plesec, SI-MO-RA
•BURSA: Yasin Dalgıç, BEBKA Development Agency
•MIDDLE BLACK SEA: Hüseyin Özgür Ünsal, MARKA Development Agency
•EAST MARMARA: Ibrahim Ethem Sahin, OKA Development Agency
13:00 - 14:30 Networking Lunch
14:30 - 15:30 Interesting Opportunities: Blending Public-Private Sectors
Avital Valois, Account Manager at Sindup
Gert-Jan Mattens, Manager at Bureau van Dijk
15:30 - 16:00 Coffee Break
16:00 - 17:00 Segmentation: The Way Forward
Moderated by Esteban Pelayo, Director of EURADA
Sarah Russis, Head of Global Sales at fDi Intelligence Financial Times Ltd
Cosmin Cristal, ADR Nord-Est
17:00 - 18:00 Networking Cocktail & Closing
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Big Data Analysis to Enhance Regional
Innovation Support
Segmentation of clients is a strategy widely used by companies and marketing units to
better market their products and services. However, this strategy is not so well
established and widespread in public agencies supporting SME innovation. What are the
benefits of designing advanced segmentation strategies for development agencies?
Economic development practitioners agree that it is necessary to provide customised
innovation services to companies to achieve a greater impact. This paper presents how
nine regional development agencies (RDAs) from seven European countries carry out
their segmentation strategies to provide tailored initiatives of SMEs’ innovation support.
The analysis also identifies common challenges RDAs face, and how introducing Big Data
Analysis can help them enhance innovation support in their regions.
RDAs are public entities created to provide economic, legal and innovation support to
SMEs in a given region. In order to optimise these services, RDAs should apply objective
standards to select a particular company or sector to promote and decide how and when
to do so. Traditionally, RDAs have employed outdated methods, like non-specialised
spreadsheets or non-structured financial information, to support the policy and
programme design focused on SMEs.
However, currently there are many tools available that can be easily implemented to
enhance the support provided to SMEs and
increase the success ratio of the policies
deployed. Modern technology has allowed a
new science to arise, Data Science, that relies
on data mining and big data analysis to extract
knowledge and insights from both structured
and unstructured data. Big Data describes the
huge volumes of high velocity, complex and
variable data that need sophisticated methods
and technologies for data management and analytics.
Unfortunately, this big data analysis technology is not yet widespread within the
portfolios of RDAs. According to a study conducted by Kruszelnicki (2018), not many
RDAs use modern tools to segment the companies of their region. When asked Does the
development agency apply any other segmentation methodologies e.g. according to size,
age of enterprise, or number of employees, etc.? only 55% of the RDAs answered
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positively, and barely 20% implement technologies to identify “gazelle SMEs” (highly
growing and innovative SMEs).
Advanced innovation support agencies should use big data analysis to provide
customised services to their local companies. In order to provide effective support, RDAs
have no other choice but to send the right message and provide the right innovation
support measure to the right company at the right time via the right channel. Leading
RDAs are the ones that already implemented customised marketing and support
services approach to provide impact in the companies.
However, the majority of RDAs is far from having this customised approach. From a
RDA’s perspective, it’s less time-consuming to provide the same innovation service to a
wide group of enterprises, despite the fact that SMEs constitute a heterogeneous
population and every single company has its own particular needs. Yet, the challenge
for modern RDAs should be to identify, within this wide population, specific sample
groups that are homogeneous regarding a given criterion. This exercise of segmentation
of SME support measures represents the real added value of public entities devoted to
regional economic development. Kruszelnicki (2018) identifies ten different Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that can reveal the degree of innovation of a particular
company.
By applying a scientific approach to regional development practice, innovation support
measures will always be in line with the results of these segmentation techniques,
considering key indicators such as typology to measure innovation in SMEs. By doing so,
development agencies go beyond a static offer of horizontal services (one size fits all)
and provide the right support measures to targeted enterprises, allowing the services
offered to produce a greater impact.
Building on this idea, the H2020-supported project OaSIS - Optimizing Support for
Innovating SMEs carried out a detailed analysis on how nine RDAs develop their own
segmentation strategies in order to provide tailored innovation support in SMEs. Since
there are a wide variety of innovation support measures throughout European regions,
solutions will never be homogeneous. This high diversity gives a large number of
conclusions and possibilities for segmentation strategies.
The first part of the study was a result of the contacts made with several RDAs in the
framework of the OaSIS project by the three project partners (Linknovate, the European
Association of Development Agencies (EURADA) and Cracow University of Technology),
As a result of this first contact, twenty-one RDAs decided to become involved with the
project in different degrees.
Each applicant chose among four different levels of participation in the OaSIS project.
At the Basic Level, the participants tested the developed software and received support
to make use of the OaSIS project’s outcomes. In addition, the Standard Level of
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participation comprised taking part in expert interviews and transnational
benchmarking analyses about SME segmentation and innovation support. On top of
that, the High Level participants agreed to confidentially share data about their
innovation support for SMEs. The participation at the Third Party Level required to
confidentially share all relevant data for the OaSIS project’s purposes and for the
ultimate enhancement of the participants' own innovation support instruments, SME
segmentation strategies, and impact assessment measures by using the project’s results
and software tools. Furthermore, those participants were integrated as official "Third
Party" of the OaSIS project with a dedicated budget. These four categories were further
simplified to only two; basic and standard level as RDAs not sharing data and high and
third party level as RDAs sharing their data.
With all the data provided by the nine RDAs that participated as third parties, the project
consortium chose Aragón (IAF) and Weser-Ems (Dieter Meyer) as pilot regions due to
the higher quality of their data. With this information, Linknovate developed an
algorithm that was implemented in the OaSIS project to classify the different companies
into their RIS3 categories by extracting data from their web page. This algorithm takes
into consideration the number of keyword repetitions in the textual content of the sites
and is specially designed for the industry and applied R&D. This web-keyword
identification was then combined with data extracted from other sources to create a
software tool capable of ranking the companies of a given region by revenue, revenue
growth, employees, employee growth, and even RIS3 category and degree of
innovation.
Regarding RIS3, a study of the RIS3 priorities of the two pilot regions was performed.
According to the European Commission’s Smart Specialisation Platform, companies
were classified into the following sectors: Bioeconomy, Agri-food value chain,
Development of more efficient vehicles, Energy, Healthy Ageing, Maritime Sector,
Tourism and Leisure, Transport and Logistics, ICT, Management of Water Resources,
Energy Storage and Efficiency, Resources Efficiency.
Classifying companies by innovation was much more complex, since there are no clear
criteria to follow. Search engines like Google or Bing do not differentiate between
different types of websites, they use the same relevance criteria for all of them
regardless of the type of information. However, an innovation algorithm should be
relevant to companies and researchers, so our users can find in seconds the same and
more information that would take hours to be identified using a traditional search
engine. Linknovate’s algorithm uses machine learning and natural language processing
to identify the organizations behind the document that matches the user's query and
aggregates the results in a unique way (conferences, publications, news, trademarks,
grants, patents) to show which are the relevant players in an area or topic.
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This information was introduced into an interactive software that allows the user to
search for a particular keyword, company or sector. One important factor is the distance
between the user's search keywords. If the user’s search has certain words and they
appear together, this document will receive a higher score that other documents that
contain the same words, but they appear in opposite places of the text. Once the score
of each document is set and matches the user search, the scores of all documents
retrieved for each organization behind them are aggregated and the final ranking is
calculated.
With all data collected from Weser-Ems (Germany) and Aragon (Spain) combined into a
single platform, a total of 239,968 records were produced. This large amount of
information allows a faithful analysis of the economy of both regions and sets the tone
for future enlargements of the portal, with the inclusion of data from the other regions
considered “third parties”.
The vast majority (96.41%) of the data came from the information that the web crawler
developed by Linknovate could extract from the websites of the SMEs both regions had
in their databases. This is a great
improvement compared with
traditional classifications such as
NACE, as it offers a dynamic
approach to the economy of the
region. Analysing each company’s
website looking for relevant
keywords provides the precise
services and products a company offers, and can be updated periodically, adapting the
database to new scenarios.
Data from the websites was completed with data coming from different sources the
consortium had access to, such as publications (1.03%) and appearances in relevant
news (0.43%), patents (0.69%) and trademarks (0.19%) obtained by the SME,
conferences the SME took part of (0.26%) and grants the company was awarded with
(0.99%).
One of the main gaps the tool is intended to fill is the previous lack of connection
between RDAs databases and the RIS3 policy of the region. Research and Innovation
Strategies for Smart Specialisation (RIS3) aims to maximise potentially competitive areas
and generators of development of a given region within a global context. Therefore, an
RIS3 agenda is a regional strategic plan for development that concentrates political
support and regional investments on key priorities, challenges and needs for knowledgebased development and builds on the strengths of each region's competitive advantages
and potential for excellence.
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Afterwards, the software was capable to connect together the keywords extracted from
the websites of the companies and the RIS3 priorities of both Weser-Ems (Maritime
Sector, Bioeconomy and Energy) and Aragon (Management of water resources, ICT,
Resources efficiency, Transport and logistics, Tourism and leisure, Healthy ageing,
Development of more efficient vehicles, Energy storage and efficiency and Agri-food
value chain), using the Eye@RIS3 Platform of the European Commission.

Another application the software developed can have to enhance the services provided
by the regional governments to the SMEs in their region is to show the trending topics
regarding their economy for that particular year and the evolution from previous years.
Due to the nature of the software data mining the most relevant keywords of each SME
site, a list of useful keywords can be developed, helping the regional practitioners
understand better their economy and knowing which sectors, technology etc. are rising
(and which are decreasing in importance).
Finally, the tool is not only able to process information regarding the economy of the
region as a whole or a given sector, but
also how a particular company is
performing throughout the year. The tool
shows the trajectory of every company
since 2008 for the period 2008-2018, with
its revenue, revenue change, employees,
employee change, productivity and sector.
It is possible to identify a “gazelle”, a highgrowth company that has been rapidly
increasing its revenues for the last years; a
“bouncer”, a company that had issues at
the beginning of the crisis but managed to
slowly grow again; and low performers, decreasing its revenue and employee number
every year.
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This information can be extremely useful for regional practitioners, as they can
understand if a particular policy they implemented to support a certain company or
sector is giving appropriate results (as in the first two cases) or not (as the third
example). Conversely, it can be used to track companies that have not received yet
support and determine if they are in urgent need for it or not.
Support measures provided by RDAs include access to capital, technology development,
legal services, market development and human resources. All these services can be
improved by the implementation of a good segmentation strategy enhanced by the
correct tools. There is no doubt that segmentation should be one of the main strategic
tools of the innovation support measures implemented by development agencies,
whose objective is to identify and determine those groups with certain homogeneous
characteristics (segments) towards which the RDA can direct its efforts and resources
(from marketing) to obtain profitable results. For this reason, it’s critically important that
development agencies and other innovation support organizations carry out a good
segmentation of the targeted companies, choosing those segments that meet the basic
requirements (be measurable, accessible, substantial and differentials).
Development agencies will enjoy the benefits of a good segmentation ranging from
improving the public image of the policies implemented to show congruence with the
concept of marketing and provide a greater impact in targeted companies. Modern tools
powered by current technology, such as Big Data analysis, must be used by RDAs to keep
up with current and future challenges and provide the best service possible to the SMEs
in their region, the purpose they were created to serve.
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RDA’s Best Practices
IAF – Aragonese Development Institute (Spain)
The Regional Development Agency of Aragón
mainly carries out customer segmentation
through two variables, customer satisfaction and
loyalty. This segmentation called Apostle Model
allows the IAF to know the impact of its actions,
create more focused strategies and improve
cross-selling of services.
In this context, the agency carries out surveys on
all the services provided and activities performed (seminars, conferences, grants, support
programmes, etc.), trying to survey 100% of the clients. An analysis of the surveys is carried out
at the global level, by programme, by action, and by geographical distribution of the client.
The innovation services provided by IAF cover different types of actions such as
entrepreneurship programs, Plan Franchises, grants for entrepreneurs and new companies
installed in incubators, aids for innovation projects qualified with the “seal of excellence”, and
aid for clusters to participate in European projects (H2020, Interreg, Life…) and collaboration
projects with other clusters. The latest innovation support programme developed is related to
social responsibility which aims to promote social responsibility of enterprises, self-employed
workers and public or private entities in Aragón.

MCON – Dieter Meyer Consulting (Germany)
MCON is a private consulting company based
in Oldenburg. It provides advise and support
to SMEs as consultants in different areas, such
as product
development,
innovation
management, innovation audits (IMP3rove
Assessment), networks, funding and strategic
consulting.
MCON works on behalf of companies or on behalf of the public sector. It is assigned to support
SMEs in the field of knowledge and technology transfer and innovation consulting by several
districts and cities in Lower Saxony. This service is ERDF-funded. The overarching goal of its work
is to strengthen the competitiveness of companies by improving their innovative capacity and
processes.
Several data sources are used for segmentation of SMEs, e.g. Creditrefom (credit information,
general company data, analyses), regional company databases or databases from Chambers of
Commerce. Furthermore, MCON uses an in-house database to systematically collect data and
information from SMEs (open source CMS Contao) also for management purposes with the
customers.
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SIMORA – Sisak-Moslavina Development Agency (Croatia)
SIMORA’s best practice in innovation was a
programme developed and implemented to
introduce gaming industry in a county
traditionally rural and focused in heavy
industry. As those economic fields struggled in
Sisak-Moslavina and the Agency faced huge
problems, SIMORA had to innovate to boost
economic development. They introduced their
initiative “Sisak Moslavina county – centre of
gaming industry” designed to carry out a set of activities to shift the region’s economic
development towards gaming, VR, IT and innovations. It is giving positive results, currently
boosting 30 game-development and IT start-ups. It also provides training to 250 young
developers and 23 pupils in the first grade of game development technician studies at the
Technical School Sisak. All these results achieved in barely 3 years; things are definitely moving.

Municipality of Gabrovo (Bulgaria)
Gabrovo is one of the most important
technological and economic centre in
Bulgaria, located in the North Central
region on a territory of 555.579 km² with
a population of 62 763 people. Gabrovo
ranks second in Bulgaria in both economic
and social development after Sofia (the
capital city). Gabrovo has long traditions
in industry, a sustainably growing group of SMEs, well developed educational system, qualified
and high skilled labour force.
Main sectors of economy are machine building industries and production of tool equipment,
mechatronics, electronics, robotics, plastic manufacturing, textile, etc. More than 3,600
companies operate in Gabrovo, 468 of which are in manufacturing. More than 50% of jobs are
in manufacturing. More than 80% of the manufacturing companies are export-oriented.
The long-term vision of Gabrovo is Green, Innovative, Sustainable.
Gabrovo Municipality is animating the local innovation ecosystem involving different
stakeholders from business community, NGOs and educational system, encouraging the
collaboration between business and education, in order to improve business environment and
to stimulate innovations in the territory.
The most important ICT tool used for economic development in Gabrovo Municipality is the
economic GIS-layer. (https://gishub.gabrovo.bg:3344/webappbuilder/apps/34). It presents the
real picture of business and innovations in the territory of Gabrovo and provide opportunities
for analysing the economic trends and planning future actions to support innovations.
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Economic GIS layer is based on the data provided each year by the National Statistics, based on
the annual financial reports of the companies in the region. The information is structured by
economic and statistical indicators, main business categories and information for innovations.
Economic GIS layer of Gabrovo Municipality appears to be a novelty in the synthesis and access
to public information and e-services to citizens and business. It is an effective tool in recruitment
of investors in the region. In other hand it will also improve the relations among the local
businesses and it will support business networking in innovations and joint projects. Through
development, upgrading and provision of this innovative e-service Gabrovo Municipality want
to contribute to economic growth and sustainable development of the business environment,
encouraging development of high technologies and innovations in the region.
Having a main priority innovation-based economic development and stimulation of smart
specialization sectors, Gabrovo Municipality initiated the creation of a new SMEs support
system. A need is registered for: improvement of companies R&D capacity, fostering
innovations, attracting “smart ideas” youth, development innovative projects with market
potential – thus the brain drain/depopulation would be revered and entrepreneurial potential
boosted. (See the Investment profile of Gabrovo on: https://www.discover.gabrovo.bg/)

OKA – Middle Black Sea Development Agency (Turkey)
The Black Sea Development Agency segments SMEs based on
their sectoral activity. For sectoral analysis, they use techniques
such as location quotient, growth-share matrix, shift-share
analysis and revealed competitive advantages index (RCA) which
assess indicators such as employment, number of enterprises,
export volume and revenue generation at sectoral level.
Therefore, the intervention mechanism of the Agency for
especially SMEs is based on sectoral segmentation and
prioritization. Funding mechanism of OKA for SMEs is through
call for proposals in which the SMEs is funded and picked up
based on their financial and technical capacity for running a
project, the relevance of the project with the grant scheme's
priorities (themes, sectors, etc.), the methodology of the project and the impact on target
groups.
Other than the grant schemes, technical support is provided for SMEs through capacity
development programs such as mentoring, trainings, etc. For this kind of support, SMEs are
picked up depending on whether they are a part of a critical mass in the region or not. Therefore,
the SMEs within clusters or potential clusters is preferred to benefit more from technical
supports.
Another intervention mechanism of the Agency for SMEs is through business promotion at
international level including networking activities, B2B organizations, business forums etc.
focusing especially on exporter SMEs in the region. In 2019, OKA launched a new service,
Regional Export Support Center, for exporting SMEs in TR83 Region where they provide real time
market data and technical information for companies to improve their exporting potential.
Therefore, OKA analyses the data for exports in their region and picks up the related SMEs based
on their exported products or partners.
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BEBKA – Bursa Development Agency (Turkey)
On top of conventional mechanisms
including direct grants to SMEs, BEBKA has
modelled
an
innovation-based
entrepreneurship program (SeedUP) for
potential entrepreneurs or newly established
small enterprises having innovational ideas
in Bursa.
This program has been
implemented together with the technology
transfer office of Bursa Technical University and includes several modules directly focusing on
candidate/newly established entrepreneurs including needs analysis, horizontal and vertical
mentorships, preparation of financial projections, marketing and search of investment
opportunities. It takes approximately 12 months and the modules of the programme are being
implemented in coordination with the Turkish Employment Agency and Small&Medium
Enterprises Development Organization as well. After 7 months since the start of the program
with 14 potential entrepreneurs/small enterprises, this program has already become a
successful disseminative example in this short period by reaching approximately 30.000 € of
total sales of participating firms and three newly established enterprises with only 17.000 €
support of BEBKA. Moreover, the number of enterprises and/or total sales of the participating
firms it is expected to increase until the end of the program since many of the participants still
in the establishment process and/or meetings for finding new customers continues.

MARKA – East Marmara Development Agency (Turkey)
East Marmara Development Agency (abbreviated as
EMDA), embracing the very fundamentals of smart
specialization, has set an agenda in motion to maximize
the impact of its endeavors with the human and financial
resources available to itself. One instrument that was
outlined in such agenda is to improve innovation
management to boost competitiveness in the leading
sectors across the region. Therefore, EMDA devised a
multi-staged
competitive
programme,
named
InnoTEAM, spanning the tasks of evaluating, benchmarking and improving innovation
management capacities of businesses based in Kocaeli Sub-Region, comprising Kocaeli, Sakarya,
Düzce, Bolu and Yalova provinces. The underlying motive was to raise awareness on innovation
management among local businesses, pinpointing highly innovative businesses and helping
them enhance their innovation management skills. The call for participation in the programme
was launched in mid 2017. In the first call, 47 applications had been receive, 34 of which qualified
to the second stage. The second stage involved an application of AToMIC innovation
management assessment tool by senior innovation experts of Sabancı University, which is a tool
tailored to the context of Turkey and has similar characteristics to the methodologies used with
norm-setting IMP3rove and smE-MPOWER tools. Companies assessed with AToMIC are also
visited by the experts and the Agency staff in teams; after then a personal innovation
management report is produced for each company, which demonstrates strengths and
weaknesses of the company in its corporate approach to innovation. The reports provide the
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substance to choose the 10 finalists; which will deserve getting a mentor assistance over a time
period of 6 months. A mentor will be appointed to each company, together with whom an
Agency staff member and an innovation expert form up a team and pay regular visits to the
respective company during the 6-month-period. At the very end of the final stage, mentors and
innovation experts collaboratively produce reports for each respective company that contain
evaluations of the each companies’ performances in raising their level of innovation
management skills throughout the programme. After then, the reports were submitted to the
Jury for scoring; and prizes will be awarded under several headings, i.e. “The Best InnoTEAM
Award”, “Jury Special Mention Award” and “Category Awards”. The official ending of the final
stage and the first InnoTEAM programme took place on November 8, 2018.
After the completion of the first round of InnoTEAM, EMDA and Sabancı University continued
their collaboration in another two-year action, named InnoHABITS, a multi-partner project
funded under the ERASMUS+ programme, gathering nine organizations from five countries led
by EMDA. The project aims to build capacities in innovation management across the region,
through intensive in-house and online trainings as well as on-the-job trainings. The project relies
mostly on the transfer of knowledge from academic and research entities to the private
companies; and in return providing feedbacks to them as experience is gained while companies
are catered with free-of-charge benchmark and consultancy services by the professionals
trained within the scope of the project. The project is in the halfway; and is expected to be
completed in mid 2020.
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Speakers
Natalia Martínez Páramo
Head of Unit at EASME - European Commission
After obtaining her Degree in Law from the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, she completed a master’s
degree in International Legal Studies at The American
University (Washington DC) and took part in an
Exchange Program with the University of San Diego
(California) in Mexico and Guatemala.
She began her professional career in Madrid as Legal
Advisor of the International Division of Banco de
Santander, a function she held until she moved to
Brussels to begin her career as a European civil servant.
She has extensive professional experience within the
European Commission, holding various positions of
responsibility since 1991 in different areas.
From December 1994 to June 1999, she was responsible for the negotiations of the EU / Latin
America Cooperation Agreements in the Directorate General for External Relations.
Subsequently, she coordinated and monitored the development instruments of the 7 EDF in the
Directorate General for Development, as geographical manager of Guinea Bissau. During her
time in the General Directorate of Education and Culture she held the position of Deputy Head
of Unit and was in charge of a team in the Finance unit, giving support and service to the
operational units in the budgetary, financial and contractual areas.
In January 2013, she joined the General Directorate of Enterprise, Internal Market and SMEs as
Deputy Head of the Human Resources Unit, a responsibility she will continue to hold in the
Agency of the European Commission of Small and Medium Enterprises, (EASME) in the 2014 as
Head of Unit.
Currently, she is Head of Unit at COSME, responsible for managing the COSME program, the first
EU Program for the Competitiveness of Small and Medium Enterprises, of which one of its pillars
is the European Business Network (Enterprise Europe Network).
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Roberta Dall’Olio
President of EURADA
Roberta Dall’Olio is Head of ARTER EU Policies,
International and Territorial Cooperation, Social
Inclusion Unit and member of ARTER management
working group. She oversees ARTER technical
assistance for the Regional Government in
International Cooperation and ETC programming,
capitalization, and evaluation. She is member of the
internal -General Directions working groups on
international relations, cooperation for development
and territorial cooperation. She coordinates the
Technical Assistance to the Adrion Programme Joint
Secretariat and of the MED National Contact Point. She
coordinates the Creative Information Desk of EmiliaRomagna Region, she ‘s Director of Europafacile web
site on EU policies and Programmes and Eurolettera newsletter on EU Policies.
She is trainer on EU and local development policies and has extensive work experience at
international level (e.g. Croatia, Serbia, Turkey, Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil). She is journalist and
director of ERVET on line newsletter on EU Policies.

Jakub Kruszelnicki
OaSIS Project Coordinator – Cracow University of Technology
Jakub is working in Technology Transfer and EU
funded projects since 2007 starting from
collaboration with Cracow University of Technology.
During his Master Studies (European Integration on
UAB) he was involved in FP7 proposals development
for GEDIME investigation group. After studies, the
internship in European Institute of Public
Administration has expanded his experience to other
EC calls (EuropeAid). Since February 2010 he was
working in LEITAT Technological Centre as
International Project Manager responsible for NMP
area. After 2 years in LEITAT, in September 2011,
Jakub was assigned as Responsible for International
Projects to KIM SLU where he oversaw International
Projects managing ongoing European projects and looking for opportunities to join European
consortia, as well as coordinating proposals for KIM. After establishing European Projects Office
with 6 FP7 projects gained the responsibilities of Jakub have been extended from European to
international scope assigning the role of opening new markets in Latin America (Mexico,
Colombia, Argentina) as well as European (Eastern Europe). In 2014 Jakub has moved back to
Cracow University of Technology assuming the position of Director of Technology Transfer
Centre, this role is aiming to coordination of 3 teams: Commercialization, Structural Funds and
Framework Programmes. After almost 4 years at TTO, Jakub have been moved to research team
as coordinator of project OaSIS (HORIZON2020) – Optimizing Support for innovating SMEs. Since
2019 Jakub is also co-founder of an innovation consulting startup Creative Labs.
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Piotr Ciochon
Research Project Manager – Cracow University of Technology
Piotr holds a MSc degree in Advanced Materials and
Nanotechnology from the Jagiellonian University,
Kraków, Poland and MBA degree with the
specialization in innovation and data analysis from
Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw, Poland and
Woodbury School of Business, Utah Valley University in
Orem, Utah, USA. He has a strong educational
background, with BSc studies conducted partly at the
University of Copenhagen in Copenhagen, Denmark
and MSc studies conducted partly at the University of
Washington in Seattle, USA. He has participated in
many courses and traineeships, focusing on the topics
of innovation and technology transfer, including a
traineeship, within the “Transformation.doc” programme of the Polish Ministry of Science and
Higher Education at Ivey Business School in London, Canada and a technology transfer course,
run by Fuentek LLC, within the “Skills” programme of the Foundation for Polish Science. He was
a project coordinator at the Technology Transfer Centre of the Cracow University of Technology,
responsible for the development of 6 proposals in the Horizon 2020 programme and is currently
working in the EC-funded OaSIS project (grant agreement no. 777443) as a researcher and data
management specialist. He has been a project manager of two major research projects, in the
field of materials science and nanotechnology. An author of two patent applications with a
strong, practical understanding of the innovation landscape and processes.

Mikolaj Golunski
Research Project Manager – Cracow University of Technology
Mikolaj holds a MSc degree in physics (in the process
of finishing PhD) at Jagiellonian University in Kraków,
Poland and BEng degree in Medical Engineering at
AGH University of Science and Technology in Kraków,
Poland. He is also working for Technology Transfer
Centre of Cracow University of Technology and in EUfunded project since 2015. From 2018 works in an
OaSIS project (H2020 grant agreement no. 777443) as
a data gathering and processing specialist, and
consortium co-manager. Works with computer and
programming on an everyday basis and has won
several programming and robotics contest. Interested
in innovation and management from early student
days took several courses on management, start-ups,
and other interdisciplinary subjects. Due to extensive research experience has a big knowledge
of data acquisition and analysis.
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Manuel Noya Mariño
Co-founder at Linknovate
Manuel coursed MSc Materials Science and Technology,
BSc Chemical Engineering, BSC Materials Engineering.
International Fellow at SRI International (Menlo Park, CA)
from 2010-2013. CEO at Linknovate Science S.L. since
2014. His research interests include materials science,
and software technologies in the area of text and data
mining applied to business intelligence. He is an alumnus
of Stanford University accelerator program (StartX) and
has led Linknovate since 2014 to 6 European grants
(H2020), to win Finodex Open Data competition of
European startups in 2015, and to grow the company to
serve clients internationally.

Gustavo Viqueira
Manager of Operations – Linknovate
Gustavo was Sales Representative at Movistar in 20102011, and Project Manager at Linknovate since 2015. He
has led Linknovate to be selected by Microsoft
Accelerator in Berlin in 2016, and managed the team
office for the period in Berlin. Partner of Linknovate
since 2018, participates in the company's internal R&D
projects, and European Projects (Oasis Project from
INNOSUP and PREFET Project from FET, H2020), and
leads Linknovate Customer Support in Spanish speaking
countries. His research interests focus on data
acquisition and cleansing, data mining and the use of
machine learning for business intelligence.

Antoni Pastor Juste
OaSIS Project Manager – EURADA
A double graduate in Law and Political Sciences, Antoni
is the project manager of the H2020 project OaSIS. He is
in charge of the Communication of the project,
managing its website, social networks and disseminating
its results. Antoni has been invited as speaker to several
conferences
regarding
science
and
regional
development all over Europe to share the outcome of
the project. He also drafted a scientific paper analysing
the economic impact of Big Data Analysis tools that will
be published this December at the Review of Economic
and Business Studies. He was also in charge of the
communication department of EURADA, managing its
website, social networks and newsletters.
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Joaquín Crespo
Technician on Infrastructures and Innovation - Instituto Aragonés de Fomento
Graduate in Administration and Business Management
by University of Zaragoza (Spain) with an Erasmus grant
in the Manchester Metropolitan University (UK), and
specialization studies in Marketing and International
Trade by Avans Hogeschool in Breda (NL). He has
worked as Accounting Consultant for and international
audit firm, and since 2001 he develops his professional
career in the Regional Development Agency of Aragón.
First in the financial management and control of the
portfolio of public companies, and for the last 5 years as
a project manager of European projects and innovation.

Daniel Kipp
Chief Project Manager – Dieter Meyer Consulting
Dr. Daniel Kipp studied economic geography at the
University of Osnabrück and wrote his PhD concerning
regional innovation support strategies for small and
medium-sized enterprises.
For more than fifteen years, he is working as a
consultant for Dieter Meyer Consulting GmbH in
Oldenburg, Germany.
Thematically, his activities focus on consulting of public
institutions concerning the implementation of
economic development processes, improvement of
policy instruments and funding opportunities. Another
thematic area of Daniel Kipp’s work is the support of
SMEs in innovation processes. His particular research interest lies in the effectiveness of regional
innovation systems and in the design of new financial instruments.
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Desislava Koleva
Head of Economic Development – Municipality of Gabrovo
PhD Eng. Desislava Koleva is a chief expert “Projects
and economic development” in Gabrovo Municipality,
Bulgaria. Her experience includes more than 26 years
in public and private sectors - industrial management
of a large company and economic development, and
strategic planning in public sector with focus on
regional development and smart specialization. Her
main competences are in business development and
innovations. She has a Doctoral degree in ”Efectiveness
and management of telecommunication services“,
Master degree in engineering and Master degree in
Industrial management. Ms. Koleva is a certified
specialist in local economic development. She has
developed and implemented many important projects
for local economic development, innovations and energy efficiency (transport, mobility,
environment protection etc.), financed by EU and other donors. Desislava Koleva is mentoring
Gabrovo stakeholders’ group for innovations, with wide participation of companies, Technical
University of Gabrovo, Chamber of commerce and industry, district government, “Gradishte”
Foundation, NGOs and experts. She is a manager of the Bulgarian network for sustainable and
innovative public procurement (SPPI) and a coordinator of Gabrovo Sustainable Energy Action
Plan in Covenant of Mayors. Ms. Koleva is a Project Manager in Gabrovo team of important
international projects - ESSPO “Efficient support services portfolios for SMEs” and IMPROVE
“Improving the management and implementation of Structural Funds for a better delivery of
R&D&i policies and instruments”, funded by Interreg Europe, iPlace, funded by Urbact III, OaSIS
and TeRRItoria, funded by Horizon 2020, and others. She facilitated the implementation of
project “RIS 3 in lagging regions” and project HESS “High Education in Smart Specialization” of
JRC, EC in North Central Region of Bulgaria. She was an external expert of JRC in RIS3 Governance
group.

Tomislav Plesec
EU Project Manager – SIMORA
Through his five years of experience he gained
consultancy skills and managed a number of projects
currently being implemented (one of them being
Building of Business incubator PISMO for gaming
industry). Also, one of his most important roles is to
engage in everyday communication with different
institutions, towns and municipalities in SMC, which
results in many projects being applied and
implemented. These projects deal with infrastructure,
employment, tourism, youth, vulnerable groups,
ecology, transport etc.
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Yasin Dalgic
Planning Specialist – BEBKA
Yasin DALGIC obtained his B.S. degree in Economics
from the Bilkent University in 2007 and he has
completed M.A. degree in the same university in
2010. He was worked as a researcher in EPRI
(Economic Policy Research Institute) in TOBB
University in 2007-2008 and as a consultant in the
office of World Bank in Ankara in 2008-2009. He
served as an assistant specialist in the
Undersecretariat for Defence Industry for a short
period in 2009-2010 and started his duty as a
planning specialist in Bursa Eskisehir Bilecik Regional
Development Agency (BEBKA) in 2010. He also
completed his second graduate degree in Economics
in University of Bath within the scope of Chevening
Scholarship in 2017. His areas of work and publication include clustering, competitiveness, smart
specialisation and labour economics.

Hüseyin Özgür Ünsal
Regional Development and EU Programmes – MARKA

Mr. Huseyin Ozgur Unsal has been working for the
East Marmara Development Agency since 2010. His
area of expertise includes investor relations and
international trade, organizational capacity
development, regional development policies and EU
programmes. He holds a B.A. degree in Economics
and an M.A. degree in International Trade. He’s
married with one child.
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Ibrahim Ethem Şahin
Head of Planning, Programming and Coordination - OKA
Mr. Ibrahim Ethem Şahin completed his undergraduate
studies at Middle East Technical University Political
Science and Public Administration Department in 2003.
He began his career as a dealer inspector at Pepsi
Bottling Group Turkey from 2003 until 2004. From 2004
until 2009, he worked as a financial analyst in the
Financial Analysis and Intelligence Department of Ziraat
Bankası A.Ş. Since 2009, he has been working for Middle
Black Sea Development Agency, and he became Head of
Planning, Programming and Coordination Department
in 2012. His main responsibility includes preparing the
annual work program and budget, conducting regional
strategic plan works, following activities in thematic
areas, and managing and coordinating outsourced projects. During his time at the Agency, he
took part in the implementation of the many projects, which have achieved a total budget of 60
million euros in the last 10 years.

Avital Vallois
Account Manager – Sindup
After working in Paris, Beijing, and Hong Kong for a
luxury group in international HR and digital marketing,
Avital joined Sindup nearly 3 years ago as an Account
Manager.
She is in charge of business development and manages
a portfolio of French and overseas clients, especially in
the area of innovation.
Sindup is a fast growing tech company which gives
decision makers and analysts an extraordinary
viewpoint to observe the trends and technological
turning points happening in any sector.
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Gert-Jan Mattens
Manager at Bureau van Dijk
Gert Jan started his career in Asia where he worked for
multiple startups. Doing so, he encountered how
superior data is of vital importance in today’s world.
Moving back to his home country Belgium, Gert Jan is
leading up the governmental organizations ecosystem
for Bureau van Dijk.
In his free time Gert Jan likes to do improvisational
theatre, yoga and different styles of free movement
dance.

Sarah Russis
Director, fDi Intelligence - Financial Times Group
Sarah Russis is Director at fDi Intelligence, the largest
Foreign Direct Investment centre of excellence
worldwide (a specialist service from the Financial
Times). She has worked with Government agencies,
Universities, Research institutions, Multinationals,
SMEs and Consulting firms from over 50 countries.
Sarah and her team help countries, regions and cities
around the world to promote their location as an
investment destination, identify new investors as well
as build strong business cases through the use of fDi
Intelligence’s state-of-the-art business intelligence
and marketing tools. She also assists corporates and
academic institutions in their market and industry
research. For the last 8 years Sarah has been helping
to develop the fDi Intelligence tools and is an expert in using data to create analysis regarding a
location’s competitiveness, marketing messages and brand awareness.
Sarah is regularly invited to participate at international FDI events. Recently she presented at
the MIPIM Real Estate event in Cannes, France, Annual Investment Meeting AIM Dubai and the
United Nations World Tourism Organization Annual General Assembly in Saint Petersburg,
Russia.
Sarah has a Bachelor’s degree in Applied Foreign Languages from Anglia Polytechnic University
in Cambridge, UK and a Master’s degree in International Business from the University of CergyPontoise, France.
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Cosmin Cristal
Brussels Office Representative – ADR Nord-Est
After a decade in the private banking sector, Cosmin
dedicated the last 5 years to regional development,
FDI scouting and internationalization for the NorthEast Region of Romania. He acts as a bridge between
the regional stakeholders and European or
International opportunities, providing strategic
support, advice and information on EU affairs, finding
financial and non-financial resources and liaising with
other European partners.
Also, he coordinates the Region’s Investment
Promotion Agency – Invest in North East – which
seeks and attracts foreign and domestic investors and
contributes by creating a healthy environment for
new investments.

Esteban Pelayo
Director of EURADA
Esteban Pelayo joined EURADA in 2015 as director.
Before he has worked in the EU office of the Region of
Murcia in Brussels (2011-2015) and in the Regional
Development Agency of Murcia (2000-2011) where he
coordinated the network of technology centers of the
Regional Development Agency. He started his
professional career in the Enterprise Europe Network
helping companies to establish transnational
technology transfer agreements (IPR licensing) in the
University of Alicante (1996-2000).
Esteban Pelayo studied Agriculture Engineer
(University of Cordoba), he has the advanced studies
Diploma (University Miguel Hernandez) and expert on
patents and innovation by the University of Alicante. He is a patent attorney certified by the
Spanish and Trademark National Office (OEPM).
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